When compared with carbon foil data, reduced beam-tilted-foil orientation and alignment magnitudes are observed as a function of foil tilt angle and amount of evaporated surface gold.
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The coherent orientation and alignment of excited atom and ion 2 -4 levels produced by the beam-tilted-foil collision promises to be . ' , . 5 useful in the measurement of fine-and hyperfine-structures of excited levels by means of rf and level-crossing spectroscopy and quantum-beat 23 techniques ' . The possibility of creating foil surfaces which enhance gold 'was deposited on the (usual) carbon foil final s~rface,'while at a single energy a thin layer of aluminum produ,ced results essentially identical to those of carbon.
, .
The lack of any dramatic changes in orientation magnitude produced by an aluminum surface was. subsequently . 7 demonstrated by others over a 300 keY incident ion energy range.
We describe here. the results of measurements which show that 
produces only small changes in the relative signal. A significant reduction in the orientation, related to the amount of evaporated gold, was found when the gold layer was downstream, as, Table I shows.
'dsing one thickness of evaporate'd gold, denoted #4 in Table I,' the orientation and alignment ,were ineasured as a function of foil tilt angle with the gold layer alternately upstream and downstream. The results are tabulated as ratios in Table II . previously we had shown on
. , a phenomenological basis that each orientation andalignm~nt parameter of l' " the 4d D level varied, within the experimental accuracy, as a power of sin S when the foil was tilted. Within the current statistics, the decreased signalS produced by the gold layer, and the ratios in Table II, vary in the 'same characteristic ways.
The microscopic texture of the foil surface, as, well as the physical or chemical properties of the surface material itself, can be expected to influence the amount of orientation or alignment produced in a tilted foil collision. In these measurements the vacuum was not better 6 . 10 11 than 10-Torr, so the su'rfaces can be presumed to be contamlnated ' , and the chemical properties not representative of the underlying material.
The evaporated gold of th~ coating 'may well not be deposited uniformlyl3-., tending to increase the surface roughness and consequently reduce the tilt-angle dependent tensor components in quantum states with relatively \ large principal quantum number n, which sample a relatively large surface area as they leave the foil. On the other hand, atoms iIi low n states may be expected to interact with a much smaller surface area and be less sensitive to roughness. To partially test this hypothesis, we measured the orientation of the ~p and 3p 2 P3 /2.1/2 levels of 7Li via the 6708 i found for the n = 3 level of Li. Although these results confirm the initial expectations,: a more systematic investigation must be pursued before definite conclusions can be drawn.
On the same,hypothetical basis, one might expect that low n states of highly charged ions will interact with only a few surface atoms, and hence be insensitive to the macroscopic tilt of even a carbon foil.
Little orientation would then be expected i~ this limit. Further measurements to test these speculations are planned.
The results presented above demonstrate that the physical properties of the downstream surface of the foil play a significant role in the production of the coherent tensor components of excited levels of fast foil excited particles. The unidirectional passage of the fast particle through the final surface provides both a unique collision geometry to study and elucidate the ion-foil interaction, and useful parameters for the study of the structure of excited ions. 
